AGA Developer Meeting - January 31, 2020

In Attendance:
Steve Colburn
Michael Hiiva
Trevor Morris
Josh Hoak

Agenda:

Updates:
AGAGD
--Some small updates on test server, TDListB goes public
--OpenGotha was recently updated and can accept TDListB without causing an error, but still cuts off a portion of the name
Ratings
--Robert Qi is now on trained and has rated his first tournament on the live server
--We need to setup some time to discuss this for making it easier to submit tourneys
Github Permissions
--You all should see some emails today about this
--New groups, adding to old ones, removing stupid ones, promoting some permissions
--Maybe look into Terraform for managing permissions
--If I missed something please let Michael or I know to change permissions
Go Congress
--Board meeting in Feb about this. Will most likely be virtual.
Training
--Wednesday night: Trevor and Steve talked membership manager and some code
--Thursday Morning: Greg learned about ratings, some SQL code stuff, Trevor came back and asked some more questions
--Who needs it? Bug Steve with all the questions!

Discussion:
Way2Go
--Fork our own version to fix some issues before sending out for some promotion
--Steve want to add BBoL&D as a module
Old Server/New Server
--New creation of the old server has been shut down and removed
--New front end server is created with Membership/Ratings/AGAGD
--Discussion on AWS and Dockerhub for hosting applications outside linode
Drupal Needs
--Needs to find some to work for our CMS
--Need some help to redo the theme
--Will put out an EJ want ad to find developer